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French Country Furniture 

 

Our collection of French country furniture is exquisite and designed to transform your indoors 

aesthetically and functionally. Modelled on antiques seen in the finest country houses and chateaus 

throughout Europe, our aesthetic furniture adds elegance and value to your home.  

 

We offer a range of finishes to cater to different design needs and preferences. Our exclusive hand 

made solid wood pieces are constructed using the finest quality material with careful attention to 

detail and excellent craftsmanship. We also offer a custom furniture service for greater 

personalization.  

 

Solid Wood Furniture 

 

Natural looking and long lasting, our solid wood furniture offers an old world charm and fits 

comfortably into contemporary design spaces with élan. Each of our items is hand finished using 

traditional techniques of the skilful European artisans from centuries ago.  

 

We use only the finest solid kiln dried and salvage wood, aged leathers and cast hardware. Adding 

beauty and warmth to your living space, natural wood furniture pieces make great investments. 

 

Shabby Chic Furniture 

 

When timeless value meets style, you get shabby chic. Creating a relaxed and comfortable setting that 

is also high on the style quotient is easy with shabby chic pieces.   

 

Our reclaimed wood and heavily distressed furniture perfectly fits this design theme. Our range 

includes many items such as coffee tables, sofa tables, armoires and more.  

 

French Furniture 

 

We offer you all the support you need to make informed decisions about your furniture purchase. Our 

in-house designer will be more than happy to offer advice on furnishings to compliment your furniture 

choices.  

 

We can send swatches and wood colour samples so that you get a clear picture of what you are buying 

and make the right choice. We keep you updated on the items that are currently in stock and the 

incoming inventory. You can trust us to extend assistance required at every step of your purchase.  
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Country French Furniture  

 

Elegant contours, high functionality and superior comfort define this style. The distressed finish and 

rich patina exude an antique look and elicit admiring glances from connoisseurs.  

 

Each item is a work of art that instantly adds pizzazz, class and sophistication to your home. The 

furniture pieces can be used as focal points to draw attention to a certain area of your living room or 

private study. You can give your dining area a refined European feel with French country style chairs 

and tables.  

 

Our latest collection of salvage wood furniture including the salvage wood tables and sideboards are 

extremely popular with interior designers. They can be used as anchor pieces for endless design 

concepts. Such items not only make for an eco-friendly purchase but also transform plain spaces into 

contemporary and eye-catching ones.  

 

 


